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Reviewers’ suggestions: 

1. Audio core tip: 

In order to attract readers to read your full-text article,we request that the author make 

an audio file describing your final core tip, it is necessary for final acceptance. Please 

refer to Instruction to authors on our website or attached Format for detailed 

information.  

2. Please put the punctuation behind reference. Please check throughout. Thank you! 

3. Please add PubMed citation numbers and DOI citation to the reference list and list all 

authors. Please revise throughout. For those references that have not been indexed by 

PubMed, a printed copy of the first page of the full reference should be submitted. 



Answering reviewers: 

1. Audio core tip 

Thanks for reviewers’ suggestion. I’ve made the audio core tip. 

2. Please put the punctuation behind reference. Please check throughout. Thank you! 

Thanks for reviewers’ suggestion. I’ve check throughout and put the punctuation 

behind reference of all. 

3. Please add PubMed citation numbers and DOI citation to the reference list and list 

all authors. Please revise throughout. For those references that have not been 

indexed by PubMed, a printed copy of the first page of the full reference should be 

submitted. 

Thanks for reviewers’ suggestion. I’ve added PubMed citation numbers and DOI 

citation to the reference list and list all authors. For those references that have not 

been indexed by PubMed, a printed copy of the first page of the full reference had 

been take photos and will be submitted. 


